Low cost meter rental
packages available

WIRELESS-PROTECTION

Helping you survive the electronic age

We have put together our simple tri meter
rental package so that anyone can afford to
monitor their home or workplace for all
three aspects of electromagnetic pollution.

Electric Fields &
Body Voltage

Call or go online for more information
www.wireless-protection.org
01772 614177

WIRELESS-PROTECTION

Body Voltage in bedrooms could be one of the
worlds most destructive
environmental poisons

White House Farm
Moss House Lane
Much Hoole
PR4 4TD
Phone: 01772 614177
Web www.wireless-protection.org
E-mail: info@wireless-protection.org

Tel: 01772 614177

Discover Body Voltage

“It was only when I
got the body volt
meter reading down
to zero that I slept
properly.”

One of the most common factors of ill health
today is a lack of quality
sleep. A common cause
of this is electrical current in the body in bed.
Humans were not designed to sleep in bright
light or with loud noise.
The same can be said of
the electrical fields which
create body voltage.

Body voltage results from leaky wiring which is
exaggerated in the wooden floors of most modern bedrooms. Our senses are designed to
alert us to light and noise in certain circumstances such as danger or the beginning of the
day but we avoid light and noise to achieve
deep sleep. Our bodies can’t fully relax with
electric current or voltage running through
them and so where this is the case, our sleep is
unnatural, some refer to it as light or agitated
sleep. For most of our lives, most of us have
lived like this and it is only when we eliminate
this pollution from our body at night that we
begin to understand how well we should have
been feeling all along.

and why you should remove it

Body Voltage Investigated
A pilot investigation was carried out by the Klinghardt
Academy of Neurobiology in Seattle which measured
two parameters of Electromagnetic pollution. Firstly
Body voltage a measure of how much voltage the body
builds up against ground in an environment.

The second parameter measured the effect of microwave radiation on the body.

These two parameters were measured in the sleeping
location pregnant mothers. Where high levels of body
voltage were found in the mother’s bed, the child became autistic later in life. The body voltage measured in
the sleeping position of the mother who went on to
conceive an autistic child was significantly higher than
the readings taken from the position of the mother who
went on to bear a healthy child. The difference was so
significant that they can now predict the mother who
will give birth to a child who is disturbed, simply by
measuring the body voltage in the sleeping position of
the mother from conception.

from your home

The good news is you can do something about
all aspects of Electromagnetic pollution. At
wireless protection we have developed products to monitor each and every situation and
our expert consultants will help you understand
your personal scenario and show you how to
shield from phone masts, clean up your dirty
electricity or rid your body of voltage at night.
Our products are designed to make your life
better by improving your health. In most cases
people begin to feel better straight away and
many see dramatic improvement in long term
sickness.
At wireless protection we understand modern
life and our products reflect this and are easy to
install and generally don’t interfere with the
way you live your life. Best of all many of our
products carry a money back guarantee.
Begin to understand how your home may be
affecting your health, go on-line or call for one
of our meter rental packages today.

WIRELESS-PROTECTION

In short most of us are aware that pregnant mothers
and foetuses are more vulnerable to pollution and that
microwave radiation from say a phone mast is not good
for us but until now body voltage has been of most peoples radar.
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